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      MARKETS IN BRIEF 

 Brexit deal still uncertain 

PM Boris Johnson's last-ditch attempt to clinch a Brexit deal was 

thrown into disarray just hours before a EU summit on Thursday when 

the Northern Irish party he needs to help ratify any agreement 

refused to support it. Johnson had set his hopes on convincing EU 

leaders to agree a compromise deal at the summit, followed by a 

vote in the British parliament in an extraordinary session on Saturday, 

to pave the way for an orderly departure on Oct. 31. British and EU 

negotiators worked through several nights to agree a draft 

compromise on the Irish border issue, the most difficult part of Brexit, 

haggling over everything from customs checks to the thorny issue of 

consent. But the Democratic Unionist Party (DUP), which supports 

Johnson's government, said it was not acceptable. 

FX & COMMODITIES LAST 1D 

EUR/$ 1.1073 0.02% 

GBP/$ 1.2785 -0.37% 

AUD /$ 0.6793 0.50% 

$/JPY 108.81 -0.05% 

$/CAD 1.3191 0.08% 

Gold $ 1488.66 -0.09% 

WTI $ 53.01 -0.75% 

BRENT $ 59.08 -0.57% 

AMERICA    

DOW JONES  27001.98 -0.08% 

S&P 500 2989.69 -0.20% 

NASDAQ 8124.18 -0.30% 

EUROPE     

STXE 600  393.46 -0.14% 

CAC 40 5696.90 -0.09% 

DAX 12670.11 0.32% 

ASIA PACIFIC     

S&P/ASX 200 6684.68 -0.77% 

NIKKEI 225 22451.86 -0.09% 

CSI 300 (China) 3925.22 0.06% 

MENA    

Saudi Arabia 7518.37 0.49% 

Dubai 2825.69 0.06% 

Qatar 10434.49 0.04% 

BONDS    

U.S. 10-year 1.7238 -0.0139 

German Bund 10-yr -0.3970 -0.0090 

AU 10-year 1.1010 0.0510 
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 Euro zone bond yields edged lower after progress towards a Brexit 

agreement ran into problems, stalling this week’s government 

bond market selloff.  

 British pound fell from near a 5-month high after the Democratic 

Unionist Party said it needed more talks with the U.K. government 

before it would support a Brexit deal. 

 The US dollar was held down by weak overnight retail sales figures 

and gathering doubts about a mooted Sino-U.S. trade deal.  

 Australian dollar outperformed its peers helped by an upbeat jobs 

report. RBA Gov. Lowe will speak at 11:00 LT. 

 Turkish lira traded flat, as banks squeezed offshore swap markets 

to support the currency before an expected meeting between 

US and Turkish officials.  

 Oil prices slipped after industry data showed a larger-than-

expected build-up in US crude stocks, adding to concerns that 

demand for oil around the world may weaken amid further signs 

of global economic slowdown. Next focus: EIA report at 18:00 LT. 

 Asian shares snapped a 5-day rally tracking a losing session in 

Wall Street yesterday. 

 



U.S. and Chinese trade negotiators are working on nailing down a Phase 1 trade deal text for their presidents to sign 

next month, U.S. Treasury Sec. Steven Mnuchin said on Wednesday, adding he was prepared to travel to Beijing for 

more meetings if necessary. Mnuchin, in a wide-ranging news conference at the Treasury, said there was no 

invitation from Beijing for another high level meeting with Vice Premier Liu He on the trade deal outlined last week, 

but deputies were holding phone conferences this week. high-level meeting. “That doesn’t mean we won’t go,” he 

 Negative rates not an option for BoE 

BEIRUT S.E. LAST 1D 

SOLIDERE—A 5.55 1.09% 

SOLIDERE—B 5.43 2.64% 

BANK OF BEIRUT 18.80 - 

BANK AUDI SAL 3.50 - 

BLOM BANK 7.07 - 

BYBLOS BANK 1.10 - 

BLC BANK SAL 0.93 - 

BANQUE BEMO SAL 1.15 - 
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 Phase 1 deal in process 

BOE Governor Mark Carney doesn't think negative rates have hurt EU banks, but it's not a policy option in the UK "We 

don't see negative interest rates as being part of the toolkit at the Bank of England," he said. It's time for governments 

to expand budgets now that most central banks have eased. "We're pretty close to a global liquidity trap," and fiscal 

policy could provide traction. 

 Australia’s jobless rate lower 

Australia’s jobless rate edged lower in September as the economy added full-time roles, potentially giving the 

Reserve Bank some breathing space in its easing cycle. The economy added 14,700 jobs last month, all of them full-

time roles, the Australian Bureau of Statistics said Thursday. Furthermore, underemployment and underutilization -- key 

gauges of spare capacity in the labor market -- both fell 0.2 percentage point to 8.3% and 13.5% respectively. 

Unemployment rate fell to 5.2% versus an estimated 5.3%. 

The British pound tumbled on Thursday on deepening uncertainty over Brexit after the party that backs PM Boris 

Johnson’s minority government said it could not support the deal that he and the EU are proposing. The leadership of 

Northern Ireland’s Democratic Unionist Party said it did not support proposed solutions to handling Irish border checks, 

a major sticking point in negotiations over the terms of Britain’s departure from the bloc. Sterling slid as much as 0.6% 

against the dollar to $1.2748, and shed 0.5% versus the euro to as low as 86.81 pence, before steadying and 

recouping some losses. The pound has surged some 5% since last week as the negotiations between Britain and the 

EU made progress, hitting a 5-month high in volatile trade. DUP support for Johnson’s government is crucial as some 

hardline Brexiteers in his Conservative party say they will be swayed by its stance on the Irish border issue. 

The US dollar, meanwhile, was held down by weak overnight retail sales figures and gathering doubts about a 

mooted Sino-US trade deal. It drifted lower against the euro to $1.1073 and was steady against the Japanese yen at 

108.82. Against a basket of currencies .DXY it hit a month low of 97.898 overnight and strengthened very slightly on 



Thursday. The Norwegian crown weakened to an all-time low of 10.1800 against the euro. Some analysts blame the 

currency’s recent weakness on global trade jitters, while others said the speed and magnitude of the drop were hard 

to explain. 

In Asian trade, the biggest gainer was the Australian dollar, which rose 0.50% to $0.6793 after jobs data showed 

buoyant hiring, reducing chances of monetary easing in November. Lingering worries about trade tensions between 

the US and China kept a lid on gains for most trade-exposed currencies. Negotiators are working on nailing down 

text for the first phase of the trade deal for their presidents to sign next month, but details are scarce. The New 

Zealand dollar rose marginally to sit at $0.6312. China's yuan weakened slightly to 7.0990 per dollar. 

Turkish lira was flat on Thursday, as banks squeezed offshore swap markets to support the currency before an 

expected meeting between US and Turkish officials over Ankara’s military incursion into Syria. The lira has been 

pressured for months by concerns over deteriorating ties between Ankara and Washington, mainly over Turkey’s 

purchase of Russian S-400 missile defence systems and more recently over its operation against the Kurdish YPG militia 

in northern Syria. The currency has thus far shrugged off Washington’s response to the operation, which has included 

sanctions on three Turkish ministers and two ministries, a tariff hike and a suspension of trade talks. US Vice President 

Mike Pence and Secretary of State Mike Pompeo were due to arrive in Turkey on Thursday to urge Ankara to declare 

a ceasefire. Ahead of the talks, the lira traded at 5.8873 against the dollar, slightly weaker than Wednesday’s close of 

5.8885. Turkish state banks have stepped in to support the currency, selling dollars since the Syria incursion began last 

week. Three bankers said banks also continued to squeeze an offshore FX swap market on Thursday to defend the 

lira.  

Oil prices fell by 1% on Thursday after industry data showed a larger-than-expected build-up in stocks in the US, 

although losses were limited by comments by US Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin on a US-China trade deal. 

Global benchmark Brent crude oil futures was down 0.57%, at $59.08 a barrel. US crude oil futures were down 0.75%, 

at $53.01. US crude inventories soared by 10.5 million barrels to 432.5 million barrels in the week to Oct. 11, according 

to the American Petroleum Institute's weekly report, published ahead of official government stocks data due on 

Thursday. Analysts had estimated US crude inventories rose around 2.8 million barrels last week.  

CURRENCY - TIME (LT) EVENT FCAST PRIOR 

GBP—11:30 UK Retail Sales MoM -0.10 -0.30% 

GBP—11:30 BoE Credit Conditions   

CAD—15:30 Canada Manufacturing Sales MoM 0.70% -1.30% 

USD—15:30 US Philly Fed Manufacturing Index 7.3 12.0 

USD—15:30 US Building Permits 1.34m 1.43m 

USD—15:30 US Housing Starts 1.32m 1.36m 

USD—15:30 US Initial Jobless Claims 212k 210k 

OIL—18:00 EIA Weekly Report 2.7m 2.9m 
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 ECONOMIC CALENDAR 

 FX & COMMODITIES 

 

Friday: China GDP, Fixed Asset Investment, Industrial Production, Eurozone Current Account 



CURRENCIES LAST 1D YTD 

DXY 98.021 0.03% 1.93% 

EUR/$ 1.1073 0.02% -3.43% 

GBP/$ 1.2785 -0.37% 0.24% 

AUD /$ 0.6793 0.50% -3.63% 

NZD/$ 0.6312 0.33% -6.04% 

$/JPY 108.81 -0.05% 0.81% 

$/CAD 1.3191 0.08% 3.38% 

$/CHF 0.9933 0.19% -1.14% 

$/SEK 9.8003 -0.20% -9.63% 

$/NOK 9.2013 -0.21% -6.05% 

$/DKK 6.7473 0.02% -3.48% 

$/TRY 5.8873 -0.01% -10.16% 

EUR/GBP 0.8661 -0.40% 3.77% 

EUR/JPY 120.48 -0.06% 4.42% 

EUR/CHF 1.0999 0.14% 2.31% 

COMMODITIES LAST 1D YTD 

Gold Spot   $/Oz 1488.66 -0.09% 16.08% 

Silver Spot  $/Oz 17.44 0.22% 12.54% 

Platinum Spot  $/Oz 883.45 -0.35% 11.02% 

Palladium Spot  $/Oz 1781.56 0.73% 41.19% 

COPPER $/lb 259.55 0.25% -1.89% 

WTI $/bbl 53.01 -0.75% 16.63% 

BRENT $/bbl 59.08 -0.57% 9.81% 
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 EQUITIES & BONDS 

Euro zone bond yields edged lower on Thursday after progress towards a Brexit agreement ran into problems, stalling 

this week’s government bond market selloff. Northern Ireland’s Democratic Unionist Party said it could not support the 

proposed Brexit deal as it stands, as London and Brussels raced to strike a deal before a EU summit begins. Investors 

have been dumping euro zone bonds in recent days as hopes have grown that Britain and the EU can finally reach 

an agreement on Britain’s departure, avoiding more uncertainty that could damage both economies. German 10-

year government bond yields, which reached an 11-week high on Tuesday, fell to -0.390% , below the high of -0.377% 

touched on Tuesday. Other core euro zone yields were also lower, including the French and Dutch.  

A 5-session rally in Asian stocks ran out of steam as weak US retail sales fanned fears about the health of the world’s 

biggest economy. South Korean, Australian and New Zealand indexes were all in negative territory. Chinese shares 

were slightly higher while Japan's Nikkei ended a tad lower. That left MSCI's broadest index of Asia-Pacific shares 

outside Japan mostly unchanged. US stock futures were a shade weaker. Sentiment in the equities market turned 

dour on Wednesday after data showed US retail sales contracted in September for the first time in seven months. US 

Treasury Sec. Steven Mnuchin said on Wednesday that US and Chinese trade negotiators were working on nailing 

down a Phase 1 trade deal text for their presidents to sign next month. But he also said there were no plans for 

another high-level meeting on the trade deal outlined last week. 



 COMPANY NEWS HEADLINES 

 China’s industry ministry on Thursday said it has added Tesla Inc to a government list of approved automotive 

manufacturers, granting the manufacturing certificate that the electric vehicle maker needs to start production 

in the country. 

 WH Smith Plc on Thursday reported a 7% increase in annual pretax profit and said it would buy Marshall Retail 

Group for about $400 million to expand internationally. 

 French spirits maker Pernod Ricard, which is being targeted by activist investor Elliott, posted a 1.3% rise in Q1 

underlying sales, reflecting slower growth rates in China and India. 

 Qatar Airways may convert its 10 orders for the Boeing Co ultra-long-range 777-8 widebody jet to the larger 777-

9, depending on the performance of the 777-9, the Qatari airline's CEO said on Thursday. 

 Uber Technologies Inc and Lyft Inc skipped a US House of Representatives hearing the ride-hailing industry, 

angering lawmakers who threatened tighter regulation for the fast-growing market. 
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US stocks lost ground on Wednesday as weak US economic data and simmering geopolitical tensions spooked 

buyers away from the equities market, despite a string of generally positive Q3 earnings reports. Technology shares, 

led by Microsoft Inc, weighed heaviest, pulling all three major US stock averages into the red. US retail sales 

contracted in September for the first time in seven months, according to the Commerce Department, in a sign that 

cracks might be spreading from the troubled manufacturing sector to the broader economy. Trump said he would 

probably not sign any trade deal before he meets with Chinese President Xi Jinping at the upcoming APEC Forum in 

Chile, but said a partial trade deal was being formalized. Bank of America rose 1.5% after posting its Q3 profit beat 

due to growth in advisory fees and loan book expansion. United Airlines advanced 1.9% after the airline beat 

quarterly profit estimates and increased its 2019 guidance. Of the 11 major sectors in the S&P 500, six closed in 

negative territory, with energy and tech suffering the largest percentage losses. In other stocks news, Eli Lilly & Co 

dropped 1.6% in the wake of a late-stage study that showed its experimental pancreatic cancer treatment failed to 

meet the overall survival goal. Drug distributors McKesson, AmerisourceBergen and Cardinal Health rose between 2% 

and 5% following a report that they were in talks with state and local governments to settle thousands of opioid 

lawsuits for $18 billion. GM gained 1.1% after the automaker reached a tentative labor deal with the United Auto 

Workers union. Netflix Inc shares jumped more than 10% in post-market trading after posting quarterly results. 

Most Gulf stock markets rose marginally yesterday. A rebound in real estate shares lifted Egypt's blue-chip stock 

index on Wednesday. Egypt's blue-chip index gained 1.1%, with 24 out of 30 stocks advancing. Middle Eastern funds 

plan to increase their investments in Egypt, despite recent political protests, while keeping their exposure to the rest of 

the region at current levels, according to a Reuters poll. Most of the fund managers polled said they were keeping 

their allocations in the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and Kuwait in equal proportions. 

 EQUITIES & BONDS 



AMERICA LAST 1D YTD 

DOW JONES  27001.98 -0.08% 15.75% 

S&P 500 2989.69 -0.20% 19.26% 

NASDAQ 8124.18 -0.30% 22.44% 

S&P/TSX 16427.18 0.05% 14.69% 

EUROPE LAST 1D YTD 

STXE 600  393.46 -0.14% 16.53% 

FTSE 100 7167.95 -0.61% 6.54% 

CAC 40 5696.90 -0.09% 20.42% 

DAX 12670.11 0.32% 19.99% 

ASIA PACIFIC LAST 1D YTD 

S&P/ASX 200 6684.68 -0.77% 18.39% 

NIKKEI 225 22451.86 -0.09% 12.18% 

TOPIX 1624.16 -0.45% 8.71% 

CSI 300 (China) 3925.22 0.06% 30.38% 

MENA LAST 1D YTD 

Saudi Arabia 7518.37 0.49% -3.94% 

Abu Dhabi 5086.81 0.10% 3.04% 

Dubai 2825.69 0.06% 11.04% 

Qatar 10434.49 0.04% 1.32% 

10-YEAR BONDS LAST 1D YTD 

U.S. 1.7413 0.0000 -0.9447 

Germany -0.3900 -0.0030 -0.6320 

U.K. 0.6750 -0.0380 -0.6020 

Australia 1.1010 0.0510 -1.2180 

 TOP SELECTED NEWS 
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HSBC reviews equities pullback in London, New York and Germany 

(Bloomberg) HSBC Holdings Plc may partially exit stock trading in some developed Western markets as part of a cost-

cutting drive by Noel Quinn, the interim chief executive who wants the top job on a permanent basis. Equities sales 

and trading units in France, Germany, U.S. and the U.K. are likely to be scaled back, according to people familiar 

with the matter, who asked not to be identified as the details are private. HSBC’s Asian equities operation isn’t 

affected by the review, the people said. The lender, which makes the bulk of its earnings in the Greater China region, 

is embarking on the cuts as part of broader plans to reduce its headcount by thousands across different businesses. It 

also joins European firms including Deutsche Bank AG in pulling back from equities. Chairman Mark Tucker is pushing 

for HSBC to take more radical action on costs, and installed Quinn in August after ousting John Flint as CEO. 

Netflix shares jump as subscribers grow ahead of Disney, Apple attack 

(Reuters) Netflix Inc added slightly more paying subscribers than Wall Street expected in Q3, a relief to investors who 

had worried the company might fall short just as Disney and Apple prepare to ramp up the streaming video wars. The 

results for July through September represented a rebound from the previous quarter when Netflix lost US streaming 
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customers for the first time in eight years and missed targets for overseas subscribers. Shares of Netflix rose 9.2% in 

after-hours trading on Wednesday to $312.69. That performance, combined with concerns about new competitors, 

had weighed on Netflix shares, which had fallen 21% from the last earnings report through regular trading on 

Wednesday. For Q3, Netflix was boosted by new seasons of shows such as “Stranger Things” and “13 Reasons Why.” 

The company added 6.77mn paid customers around the globe, topping expectations. 

IBM revenue misses on weakness in its biggest unit; shares fall 5% 

(Reuters) International Business Machines Corp missed Wall Street estimates for quarterly revenue on Wednesday, as 

its global technology services unit was hit by weakness in some European markets, sending its shares down 5% in 

extended trading. IBM, which wrapped up its acquisition of Linux maker Red Hat Inc earlier this year, has faced years 

of revenue decline amid its shift to the cloud from its traditional businesses, including mainframe servers. Sales from 

global technology services, IBM’s biggest unit that caters to some of the world’s largest data centers, were weighed 

down by lower client business volumes, mainly in the UK and Germany, CFO Kavanaugh said on a post-earnings call. 

Nestle to return $20 billion to investors as sales increase 

(Bloomberg) Nestle SA announced plans to return 20bn Swiss francs ($20bn) to shareholders by 2020 and said nine-

month sales growth accelerated, helped by products such as Starbucks-branded coffee for its Nespresso 

machines.Revenue rose 3.7% on an organic basis in the nine months through September, matching the analyst 

consensus. The company also said it’s restructuring its bottled water unit, which will no longer run as a separate 

business, and it named a new head for Nespresso, Guillaume Le Cunff. In addition, Nestle created a new 

management group to seek out growth opportunities and acquisitions, to be led by Sanjay Badahur. 

Unilever misses estimates as sales slow in China and India 

(Reuters) Consumer goods giant Unilever reported weaker than expected Q3 sales, citing softer demand in India and 

a slowdown in China, two of its biggest emerging markets. Emerging markets, which account for 60% of Unilever’s 

business, have been a key area of focus for CEO Alan Jope since he took the reins in January. Jope has been 

focusing investment in countries such as Vietnam and Bangladesh, where growing populations and an emerging 

middle class are driving demand for household products. 

Britain's Domino's Pizza to exit international market 

(Reuters) Domino’s Pizza Group Plc, Britain’s biggest pizza delivery company, said on Thursday it will exit its 

international markets, where it has been facing mounting losses. “We have concluded that, whilst they represent 

attractive markets, we are not the best owners of these businesses,” outgoing CEO David Wild said. 

Samsung to patch Galaxy S10 fingerprint problem 

(Reuters) Samsung Electronics Co Ltd will roll out a software patch to fix problems with its flagship Galaxy S10 

smartphone's fingerprint recognition, the South Korean tech giant said on Thursday. A British user told the Sun 

newspaper earlier this week that a bug on her Galaxy S10 allowed it to be unlocked regardless of the biometric data 

registered in the device.  After buying a third-party screen protector off eBay, her husband was able to unlock her 

phone using his fingerprint, even though it was not registered. 

Highland unit files bankruptcy over disputed crisis-era fund 

(Bloomberg) Highland Capital Management LP, part of a once-high flying credit firm, filed for bankruptcy amid a 

long-running dispute over a fund it froze during the height of the global financial crisis. The investment adviser unit 

within Highland Capital Management filed for Chapter 11 protection ahead of a potential legal judgment, the Dallas

-based firm said in a statement. The judgment, which stems from a fund known as Crusader that was frozen in 2008, 

would exceed the assets the entity could quickly sell to meet any payment, it said. Highland was founded in 1993 by 

James Dondero and Mark Okada.  

 TOP SELECTED NEWS 
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      APPENDIX & DISCLAIMER 

This document is for information purposes only and does not take account of the specific circumstances of any recipient. The in-

formation contained herein does not constitute the provision of investment advice. It is not intended to be and should not be con-

strued as a recommendation, offer or solicitation to acquire, or dispose of, any of the financial instruments mentioned in this docu-

ment and will not form the basis or a part of any contract or commitment whatsoever. 

The information in this document is based on data obtained from sources believed by Bank of Beirut to be reliable and in good 

faith, but no representations, guarantees or warranties are made by Bank of Beirut with regard to accuracy, completeness or suit-

ability of the data. The opinions and estimates contained herein reflect the current judgment of the author (s) on the data of this 

document and are subject to change without notice. The opinions do not necessarily correspond to the opinions of Bank of Beirut. 

Bank of Beirut does not have an obligation to update, modify or amend this document or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in 

the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently 

becomes inaccurate. 

The past performance of financial instruments is not indicative of future results. No assurance can be given that any opinion de-

scribed herein would yield favorable investment results. Any forecasts discussed in this document may not be achieved due to 

multiple risk factors including without limitation market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, the unavailability of complete 

and accurate information and/or the subsequent transpiration that underlying assumptions made by other sources relied upon in 

the document were inapposite. 

Neither Bank of Beirut nor any of its respective directors, officers or employees accepts any responsibility or liability whatsoever for 

any expense, loss or damages arising out of or in any way connected with the use of all or any part of this document. 

This document is for the use of the addressees only and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on to any other person or 

published, in whole or in part, for any purpose, without the prior, written consent of Bank of Beirut. The manner of distributing this 

document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including the United States. Persons into whose possession 

this document may come are required to inform themselves about and to observe such restrictions. By accepting this document, 

a recipient hereof agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations. 
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